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Abstract: More and more digital 3D city models might evolve into spatiotemporal instruments with
time as the 4th dimension. For digitizing the current situation, 3D scanning and photography are
suitable tools. The spatial future could be integrated using 3D drawings by public space designers
and architects. The digital spatial reconstruction of lost historical environments is more complex,
expensive and rarely done. Three-dimensional co-creative digital drawing with citizens’ collaboration
could be a solution. In 2016, the City of Ghent (Belgium) launched the “3D city game Ghent”
project with time as one of the topics, focusing on the reconstruction of disappeared environments.
Ghent inhabitants modelled in open-source 3D software and added animated 3D gamification and
Transmedia Storytelling, resulting in a 4D web environment and VR/AR/XR applications. This study
analyses this low-cost interdisciplinary 3D co-creative process and offers a framework to enable other
cities and municipalities to realise a parallel virtual universe (an animated digital twin bringing
the past to life). The result of this co-creation is the start of an “Animated Spatial Time Machine”
(AniSTMa), a term that was, to the best of our knowledge, never used before. This research ultimately
introduces a conceptual 4D space–time diagram with a relation between the current physical situation
and a growing number of 3D animated models over time.

Keywords: Animated Spatial Time Machine (AniSTMa); co-creation; gamification; 4D web; cultural
heritage; 3D modelling; parallel virtual universe; Transmedia Storytelling; VR/AR/XR; e-participation

1. Introduction

In the 4th century BCE, Plato played with dimensions in the “Allegory of the Cave”,
while in “Flatland, a romance of many dimensions”, Abbott dreamed about 4D in his novel
of 1884 [1,2]. Queen sang in 1975, “Is this the real life? Is this just fantasy?” in “Bohemian
Rhapsody”, one of the world’s most exciting pop songs ever, and in 1997, the theoretical
physician Kaku explained why the multiverse counts 11 dimensions [3,4]. Dreaming in
and about three and more dimensions in the continuum between reality and virtuality
was not new in the 21st century. It is only since the last two decades that digital graphics’
development made it possible to use 3D city models for visualisation and nonvisualisation
(e.g., solar energy potential on roofs) [5]. Since the beginning of the 21st century, it is
possible to model large urban environments, including complete and realistic semantic
descriptions of urban scenes [6]. To this end, different types of equipment are used, such
as 3D lidar scanners (air, mobile, terrestrial, hand) and satellites, but also large format
aerial photogrammetric data sets and oblique images [7]. Usually, 3D city models relate to
the real world’s most recent situation at the moment of production [8]. If time is mostly
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seen as the 4th dimension, different authors agree to see the spatial resolution as the
5th dimension, also known as the Level Of Detail (LOD) [9,10]. Adding the dimension
“time” to a 3D city model implies looking to the future and the past. Three-dimensional
models from urban planners, (landscape) architects and public designers can integrate
future developments. Four-dimensional Building Information Modelling (BIM) is a helpful
tool to achieve this goal, as it combines the 3D city models of the existing urban structures
with future plans [11,12].

The digital reconstruction of the disappeared past in a 4D environment, which is the
focus of this article, is more complicated than integrating future spatial developments. For
some old locations, sketches, plans and drawings (dating back to the 10th and 11th cen-
turies) are available, as Fritsch mentioned [13]. However, for the most demolished culturally
rich architecture, old paintings, sketches, literature and archaeological data are sometimes
scarce but, above all, diverse (not covering time and space) [14,15]. There are two methods
to digitally reconstruct lost city environments: manual and (semi-)automatic. Manual
reconstructions are expensive iterative processes due to the need to correctly interpret the
historical sources and discussions between archaeologists, historians and 3D modellers [16].
(Semi-)Automatic methods are available to build reconstructions from old maps on urban
history [17]. Procedural Modelling (PM) might be an automated 3D methodology for
architectural historians by changing parameters instead of manual drawing [18]. Artificial
Intelligence (AI), Machine Learning (ML) and Deep Learning (DL) will prove to be helpful
in the future, but this is not the scope of this research [19].

Since manual reconstructions are expensive and (semi-)automatic reconstructions
are not accessible to everyone, exploring a variant of the manual method is interesting.
The question is whether e-collaboration with citizens could help to reconstruct the lost
historical architecture in their neighbourhood. How and by means of which actions could
we motivate citizens to use 3D co-creation as the power of crowdsourcing in reconstruction
and make the results available for education, fun and other (professional) applications?
Citizen science, a form of collaboration in which residents participate in scientific research,
is a growing research topic [20]. In Participatory GIS (PGIS), citizens work together on
future development, mainly with geographic 2D data [21]. In participatory 3D modelling
(P3DM), citizens participate in making digital 3D models or maquettes [22]. Digital 3D
co-creation goes a step further, as it implies that people are working together on 3D models.
Already in 2010, co-creative visualisation in a virtual world was tested online in “Second
Life”, in which more than 400 MBA students participated [23]. The results proved that 3D
co-creation might be deployable for reconstructions if not funded for expert rebuilding.

In 2016, the City of Ghent (Belgium) started a project to involve citizens in the digital
3D reconstruction of their environment’s past (in co-creation, without funds). Ghent is
a pioneer in 3D city modelling. It started with 3D modelling for urban design, planning
and city renewal during the 1980s. In the 1990s, they performed experiments with Virtual
Reality (VR) and, a few years later, with 3D GIS and digital drawing participation processes.
Ghent received different national awards for combining co-creation and innovation in
3D city modelling. In a co-creative project promoting “Dream with us in 3D!”, dozens
of citizens joined workshops to learn 3D drawing or writing code; some of them were
interested in reconstructing the city’s lost historical architecture. After co-creative 3D
modelling and gamification, the results became accessible in a 4D web environment. The
4D web environment became part of Transmedia Storytelling (TS): an integral process of
combining various media in which each medium makes its unique contribution to the
unfolding story, creating a unified and coordinated entertainment experience [24]. For this
co-creation, all kinds of media were used. Combining real and virtual objects was already
explored by Milgram as Mixed Reality (MR) in the virtual continuum of 1994 [25].

This experiment’s descriptive research shows the new possibilities of combining
free 3D software, 3D animation in game engines and 4D interactive online completed by
nonspecialists. Since Morello mentioned the city as a “time machine” in 1999, city time
machines have mainly been limited to collected digitised records in databases or some static
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3D models representing the past [26,27]. A 3D city model, including time as dimension
and featuring moving objects, could be appointed as an “Animated Spatial Time Machine”
(AniSTMa). To the best of our knowledge, this term has never been used before.

Section 2 of this paper examines related work on the reconstruction of the past, the pos-
sibilities of 3D co-creative e-collaboration and e-participatory processes, 3D gamification,
4D web publishing and Transmedia Storytelling (TS). In Section 3, the possibilities from the
Ghent case are investigated to enable online animated reconstructions by 3D co-creative
processes. Finally, in Section 4, recommendations to create a framework to support 3D
co-creative projects for historical reconstructions are mentioned. This descriptive research
results in the launch of a new 4D space–time diagram, the Bagpipes Model (BP-M), showing
the potential evolution of the animated 3D models’ availability in space and time in relation
to the physical world’s actual situation. The research results testify to the enthusiasm of
citizens to historical reconstructions of their city due to a holistic approach. Providing a
framework to work in can help streamline the organisation and data, as more 3D models
will become available for different periods.

2. Related Work

The process descriptive research is situated at the intersection of five topics outlined
in this chapter: 3D modelling for a 4D Animated Spatial Time Machine (AniSTMa), 3D
co-creation and e-participation, 3D animation and 3D gamification, 4D interactive web
publishing and Transmedia Storytelling (TS). The integration of these disciplines shows
interdisciplinary and animated possibilities to bring the past to life through 3D co-creation.

2.1. Three-Dimensional Modelling for a 4D Animated Spatial Time Machine (AniSTMa)
Development

Various software environments are available to create 3D city models for geography,
planning and building: Computer-Aided Design (CAD), Geographic Information Systems
(GIS) and Building Information Modelling (BIM). In view of the complexity and consid-
erable effort to learn this software, most users only focus on one of those [28,29]. When
dealing with 3D city models using GIS, there is still a lack of Graphical User Interfaces
(GUI), so inexperienced users are not able to create decent 3D maps [30]. Three-dimensional
visualizing is more complicated than 2D, because objects closer to the observer should be
displayed in more detail [31]. The world is continuously changing. These changes should
be analysed by means of different spatial and temporal attributes, preferably integrated
into a Continuous Spatiotemporal Model (CSTM) [32]. To this end, higher-dimensional
data models should be used (uniting space, time and scale) to support the spatiotemporal
analyses and modelling [33]. Time is not always seen as the 4th dimension; Ohori et al.
promote the Level Of Detail (LOD) as the 4th dimension [34]. By seeing time and scale
as higher dimensions, changes in 3D objects or various LOD could be integrated [35].
Time must ideally be part of the higher dimensionality and is not only an attribute of the
Euclidean 3D space [36].

If interdisciplinary studies on urban history examine the development of methods and
technologies for 4D representation [37], historical photos and photogrammetry could be
valuable techniques to rebuild the lost reality from roughly the past 100 years [38,39]. Even
when different data sources (floor plans, sections, images) are combined, the demolished
buildings’ reconstruction is still tricky [40,41]. The integration of minor archaeological
artefacts and larger entities (buildings and landscape) goes smoothly, sometimes aided
by crowdsourced images of lost cultural heritage [42,43]. Due to earlier research, it is
possible to derive a 3D model from one photo in free software such as Sketchup [44,45]. To
avoid data chaos, 3D models of reconstructions need to be structured. CityGML is a valid
exchange format with good data interoperability in 3D city modelling, helpful in historical
reconstructions [46]. CityGML also plays a role in the valorisation, conservation and
management of the existing cultural heritage but requires additional expertise, which 3D
modellers (without knowledge of GIS) do not always have [47]. Heritage BIM (H-BIM) is a
professional instrument to manage and conserve historical sites [48]. In order to generate a
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series of buildings with the same architectural typology, Procedural Modelling (PM) helps
to reconstruct and to solve the Levels Of Detail (LOD) problems automatically [49,50]. PM
could deal with the uncertainties on the correctness of the original forms of cultural heritage
by displaying variants in the same building typology; City engine is such a helpful tool [51].
Regarding the use of Artificial Intelligence (AI), the automatic classification of point clouds
using Machine Learning (ML) has been investigated during the last decade [52]. It could
generate a 3D city model with a similar building typology starting from a photo of a street
pattern only by changing the parameters [53].

A fascinating science project is Rome Reborn [54]. Since 1997, community members
make apps and videos of the ancient city as it appeared in 320 CE. In addition, a 3D scan
of the old maquette “Plastico di Roma Antica” (16 × 17.4 m) has been added [45]. The
3D scanning of old physical models, as described by Kersten et al., is also a means of
integrating the past in a 4D city model [55]. The development of a 4D mirror world is the
objective of the Time Machine project, which the European Commission has selected as
one of the six most critical large-scale research initiatives for Europe’s future in 2019 [56].

The present paper’s research focuses on the use of 3D CAD software by citizens,
converting it into 4D GIS online in an Animated Spatial Time Machine (AniSTMa).

2.2. Three-Dimensional Co-Creation and e-Participation

Images and data visualisation have become increasingly influential in opinion forming
and decision making in a mediatised world without language barriers via the internet
and social media, because they speak to the mind and to the heart [57]. Geoparticipation
can involve many people and increases the sense of belonging to a group [58]. Ideally,
spatial e-participation should involve citizens through a 3D web geoportal at any time,
anonymously and from any place, using a simple tool [59]. Participation in an urban evolu-
tion understanding will be possible in a multidimensional web–GIS approach [60]. When
using online streaming 3D–GIS in e-participation, the lack of detail of 3D visualisations
might be a limitation [61]. Already in 2006, as a result of an Interreg IIIB North-West
Europe project, Counsell presented an open standard web VR approach to enable citizens
to view, analyse and communicate [62]. With the iterative use of a mix of 3D participation
tools, democratic public engagement in the decision making process increases and reduces
barriers among the stakeholders [63]. The use of 3D content could be beneficial to all parties
(planners, architects, governments and the public), with gamified artefacts appealing to the
hard-to-reach groups [64]. In the 3D participatory processes, Participatory Design Methods
are also an opportunity [65]. In 2013, Brovelli posited he was the first to implement a fully
participatory framework that enabled 3D data visualisation [66].

Digital Twins offer new opportunities for convincing citizens to participate. A digital
twin is, in origin, a digital copy of a physical object, and for some years, 3D models of
cities have also been called “Digital Twins”. It implies the embedding of all kinds of
registers and databases, even real-time sensor data of the city needed for forecasts and
a good policy [67,68]. Geosocial tagging for co-creating cultural values through story-
telling in geography is also an example [69]. The use of information and communication
technology to optimize the knowledge, management and sharing of information in cities,
focusing on a higher quality of government services, leads to Smart Cities. The quadruple
helix actors’ involvement (citizens, government, industry and research) is crucial for co-
creation, combining intelligence by means of digital platforms. Thus, Smart Cities emerge
and evolve [70].

Co-creation is theoretically creation through interaction. However, Ramaswamy et al.
formulate this as follows: “Co-creation is an enactment of interactional creation across
interactive system environments (afforded by interactive platforms), entailing agency
engagements and structuring organisations” [71]. Focusing on 3D co-creation, free drawing
programs such as Sketchup were already proposed as useful for the nonspecialist in
2010 [72]. In 2017, citizen design science (a combination of citizen science and citizen
design) was proposed by Mueller et al. as a strategy for co-creative urban design focusing
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on their neighbourhood [73]. In cultural heritage, co-creation provides value through
multitechnology such as VR/AR and 3D printing [74,75]. Archaeology could show the
core of co-creation by letting go of control and by being guided by the masses in the digital
preservation of archaeological objects [76]. In “The art of Crowd dreaming”, a methodology
has been proven to digitise cultural heritage as cross-generational digital monuments in a
co-creative living lab [77]. Finally, Building Information Modelling (BIM) is a co-creative
process for professionals. It enables collaboration between various construction partners.
After finishing the building, BIM remains in use in facility management during the lifetime
of a building. The benefits of co-creation in the design process are essential here [78].

2.3. Three-Dimensional Animation and Gamification

Digital 3D games are made for fun but might also serve as a social, educational tool,
such as changing human behaviour or solving environmental problems [79,80]. They
support the city development and education about the past. Gamification motivates
cooperation creativity, thinking about spatial development and could also serve as a
crowdsourcing strategy to enrich datasets in Smart Cities [81–83]. In the Volunteered
Geographic Information (VGI), the relation between the gamification and individuals’
motivation to collect spatial data is challenging [84]. A 3D gamified interface generates
more proximity and a sense of presence than the 2D approach [85]. Due to this, Mat
et al. saw great potential in the three most popular 3D game engines: CryEngine (2004),
Unity 3D (2005) and Unreal (2009) in order to make GIS data usable [86]. Unity has
become famous. It allows an improvement in spatial thinking and orientation thanks
to a strong sense of presence as in the real world [87]. Unfortunately, Unity does not
support the coordinate systems of the 3D city models, but Mapbox for Unity solves this
shortage [88–90]. Game development is a fast-growing business, so 3D modelling software
tries to be part of that game, such as open source Blender3D with an embedded game
engine and Autodesk promoting its opportunity for games [91–93]. In a gamification-based
environment, a significant difference is noticeable between the gamers and nongamers [94].
A long download time using game engines for online 3D city models is a disadvantage [95].

Game engines allow recreation of historical scenes in a time machine with animated
virtual 3D characters [96]. With historical clothing, facial expressions, gestures and postures,
historical characters can visually convey a multitude of information in a vivid, engaging
way [97]. The resuscitation of the past social life is possible through 3D animated character
modelling and historical scenes’ reconstruction [98]. Three-dimensional co-creative gamifi-
cation is an appreciated tool for dynamic animated evocations. Game engines are a step
forwards in using VR/AR/XR. More and more applications with VR on 3D city models
are described [99,100]. Even AR is applied for 3D city models, but mostly without moving
objects [101]. Regarding the animated models, game engines are primarily used [102].

2.4. Three-Dimensional/Four-Dimensional Interactive Web Publishing

For a long time, 3D and 4D web viewers have been used for all kinds of applications
and, more recently, for 3D city models, as well. The separate 3D models of city objects, e.g.,
street furniture or cultural heritage objects, could be found in all scales and on all themes
online. Since the late 1980s, websites have existed with a growing number of 3D model
collections, allowing designers to display and sell their 3D designs on the internet [103]. In
2010, the development of web-based VR applications in the field of cultural heritage was a
direct result of the advance in surveying and internet-related technology [104]. In 2015, the
number of online 3D models exceeded the four million (more than three million for free),
with online 3D driven by global digital transformation trends in BIM, VR/AR, Industry 4.0
and robotisation [105]. By offering 3D models via Web3D technologies, virtual educational
environments have become cheaper and more accessible [106]. With an object-oriented
approach in historical research and visualisation, for example, it is helpful that 3D models
are available online (for the archaeological documentation) [107].
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The streaming of 3D city models is more complex than in 2D and requires a lot
of data transmission. In 2015, Krämer concluded that none of the open-source WebGL
frameworks (X3DOM, three.js and Cesium) covered all aspects and requirements for 3D
streaming [108]. Open-source CesiumJS appears to be a suitable tool for visualizing the
3D city model online [109]. The Cesium Virtual Globe is an open-source Javascript library
(developed with HTML5 and WebGL), suitable for the time-dynamic 3D visualisation and
easy integration of various libraries [110]. For streaming 2D maps, the Web Map Service
(WMS) and Web Feature Services (WFS) are utilised. Virtual 3D globes are comfortable to
use a more effective contextuality of the displayed phenomena over time, so interactively,
4D online is the aim [111]. Four-dimensional web browsers act as alternative repositories
for the historical images, floor and building plans of cultural heritage objects, used in an
interactive 2D web visualisation [112,113]. However, streaming more than 2D graphic
models is still a problem, so hardware performance and fast data transfer should enable
an online visualisation of large, high-resolution 3D models [114]. The search for a more
optimal streaming of 3D models continues, whereby the use of 3D Tiles could become the
streaming standard [115]. Disseminating the methodological documentation for authors of
3D heritage visualisation is generally minimal or absent [116]. The GIS-based functionalities
(combined with motion effects on 3D animated moving objects) are not widely supported
by web applications or development frameworks [117]. The conclusion is that 3D web
technology offers possibilities for online interactive use through the combination of 3D
modelling viewer software (including spatial analysing functionalities) and 3D animation
using game engines.

2.5. Transmedia and Interactive Storytelling

In 2003, Jenkins introduced the term Transmedia Storytelling (TS), an interactive
learning experience with different fictional elements, levels and distribution channels,
increasing the engagement and optimising the understanding of essential topics [118,119].
Telling interactive stories in a visualisation and animation concept creates a higher level
of user interaction in a virtual environment [120]. When substantial changes occur in
the story, the disadvantage is that the production costs increase inconsistently, because
more than one medium has to be adapted, so it can be difficult to finance without more
funds [119,121]. Nevertheless, the possibilities of TS are growing thanks to the new digital
developments [122]. In this research, TS is implemented during the co-creation process.

3. Materials and Methods

This chapter describes the process of a co-creative 3D modelling case in the City of
Ghent. Firstly, the birth of the co-creative workshops is described. After that, a list of the
conditions to bring this concept to a good result is mapped out: historical and open 3D
data, soft- and hardware and 4D web architecture. Attention was paid to the 3D animation,
gamification and TS. A detailed description of the subcases was mentioned, and finally, a
new space–time diagram is presented to manage the (animated) 3D models.

3.1. The Case Study of Ghent

The medieval City of Ghent (Belgium) was the 3rd biggest North-western European
city after Paris and London, larger than Amsterdam and Brussels. Today, Ghent counts
approximately 260,000 inhabitants. In the 1980s, Ghent started applying CAD, GIS and
3D modelling for the urban planning and city development. In the 1990s, Ghent began
using VR with a Head-Mounted Display (HMD). In 2000, it installed a homemade 3D
C.A.V.E. (Computer Aided Virtual Environment), and the experiments with 3D GIS date
back to 2003. In 2008, Ghent was the first Belgian city to introduce a 3D Team to develop
and coordinate 3D applications for all city departments. Thanks to years of inventive 3D
(re)search, they have received funding from the EFRD innovation program (European
Fund for Regional Development) from 2009 to 2015. In 2009, the inner city was Lidar
airborne 3D scanned and vectorised into a big-scaled 3D dataset. In 2014, the whole city
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became available in a LOD2 CityGML-format. Different professional projects were grafted
on this 3D model. The 3D Team organised dozens of interactive demos with 3D scanners,
3D processing, 3D modelling, 3D animation, 3D printing and VR/AR. Citizens, students,
tourists and foreign guests worldwide visited “Ghent in 3D”. Since 2015, there was no
budget left to build new applications on the 3D datasets (after the EFRD funding). Ghent is
not the only city with a lack of financial means to update the 3D city model. Due to this
reason, the idea arose to focus on co-creative 3D modelling (www.space-times.org accessed
on 2 May 2021).

3.2. Workshops Co-Creation

During the EFRD project in 2012, a children’s competition called “My house, my
dream” was organised (Figure 1) [123]. About 100 children designed their dream house
through different nondigital media. Ten selected children attended a 3D workshop week
together with one MA student in architecture connected to each child. While children par-
ticipated in the architecture sessions, living in the city and 3D modelling, the architectural
students transformed each child’s dream house idea into a digital 3D model. After the
workshop week, the 3D city model included ten newly designed virtual houses, to the
parents’ and the mayor’s enthusiasm. The latter demonstrated that children’s involvement
in thinking about the city’s future using 3D could inspire and engage them in the urban
development participation [124]. The project’s success led to new ideas, showing architects
an opportunity to put their projects in the 3D city model. As a result, Ghent decided to
open 3D data online for architects and other actors (as the first Belgian city).

Inspired by the previous project, the “3D city game Ghent” started as a new co-creation
in 2016. Citizens were invited to use the 3D open data to draw new ideas in 3D for their
environment (Figure 2a). Some 3D ideas could inspire the city government to be realised in
the real world. If not, the unrealised dreamed projects could remain in a virtual exhibition
with ideas regarding the city’s future in 3D online or VR/AR. The project attracted all
age categories from 7 to 80 years old (Figure 2b). Hundreds of residents gathered around
different topics in the first demystification sessions. Participants got a short introduction
on digital 3D drawing, orchestrated by the 3D experts of the City of Ghent. During the
following sessions, citizens with more experience in 3D modelling began to show the
starters how to draw in 3D. After the introduction of a 3D game engine, combined with
demystification sessions in the tools’ programming, some participants learned to write
code (Figure 2c). The ICT partner of the city offered support in code initiations, and ICT
internship students were called in to teach. It became a unique collaboration between
citizens and civil servants. Most people participated without expertise. They associated
with experts in the group. Others only visited to take a look, but real all-rounders also came
along, engaging in the aspects of 3D modelling, writing code and storytelling. Sessions
were organised in schools and residential care centres, and a prospection took place to
involve sick people from Ghent’s university hospital. Participants dreaming about the
future drew 3D robots in science fiction style. Several residents gathered to reconstruct the
past. The co-creation involvement was included in a logo design competition.

www.space-times.org
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Figure 2. Three-dimensional City game Ghent, 2016–2021: (a) Instruction session; (b) Young and old together; (c) Co-
creative workshop.

The project’s communication began with a call in the city magazine. The Ghent website
and social media provided information, as well [125]. The call centre of the City of Ghent
registered the workshops’ participation. Meetup.com was employed to communicate
the sessions’ frequency [126]. COVID-19 made the physical workshops from March 2020
onwards impossible until a restart of the online meetings with MS Teams was enabled. The
combination of co-creation and innovation using gamification was granted an internal city
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award, the Geospatial award for the best Belgian Geoproject and the e-Gov innovation
award for the most innovative digital administration project in Belgium in 2019.

3.3. Analysing the Lost Historical Architecture and City Environment

A group of participants wanted to revive the wealthy city’s history of the demolished
(or destroyed) culturally rich architecture. The city archives were visited to explore the
historical drawings, sketches, paintings and books in order to reconstruct the past (Figure 3).
Co-creative citizens sometimes bought a book or went to different libraries to search
for old sources. The collaboration with the Ghent archaeological and cultural heritage
administration resulted in well-made digital 3D reconstructions (see Section 3.9.1).
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Figure 3. Co-creation in the city archives of Ghent, 7 November 2017: (a) Information session in the
archives; (b) Discussion.

The lack of architectural drawings on the disappeared buildings is a problem for
the digital reconstruction. Sometimes, the software might offer a helping hand, even for
nonprofessionals, with a “matched photo” functionality to create 3D models starting from
only one 2D-perspective photo. A click on “match new photo” on the “camera” allows
one to import a building image. A base point must be placed and the lines positioned
to coincide with the facade surfaces’ top and bottom lines. Immediately afterwards, this
particular building could be drawn in 3D [127]. Given the rules for perspective and
vanishing points, it is easy to generate two sides of a 3D building in more detail, but
reconstructing the backside of a building, however, is guesswork that way. This technique
was applied with Ghent oil painting of the 16th century (made by an unknown painter),
reconstructing tiny houses (Figure 4). The next step in future 3D co-creation will include
the use of parametric modelling so as to provide H-BIM libraries through the repetition of
varying objects during specific periods [128]. More and more 3D models of architectural
objects from past centuries (drawn by citizens and online 3D stores) will become available.
A particular task is to catalogue all those building parts in digital 3D libraries and H-
BIM environments. Changing the parameters instead of drawing in H-BIM will simplify
the process.
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3.4. Soft- and Hardware

The starting 3D modellers with no experience obtained an initiation in Sketchup as
well as easy and free 3D modelling software on the city administration laptops [129]. Some
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bought their laptop using specific 3D modelling software (Sketchup pro, Blender, 3D studio
max, Z-brush, Cinema 4D). The programmers worked in C# or JavaScript for Unity; some
used Github to collaborate in code [130]. The storytellers (responsible for the scenario)
came up with a story in MS Word. Slack was applied to keep (historical) information on 3D
projects and Trello in order to manage the tasks [131,132]. The collaboration software Plas-
ticSCM was employed to design and write code in the same project simultaneously [133].
The professional digital environment to work together on 3D drawings (BIM) was not
utilised, because it was too difficult for nonprofessionals (and not for free). In the future,
H-BIM will possibly be introduced for the individuals who will continue to work on this
collaborative project, especially for the reconstruction of cultural heritage.

3.5. Open 3D Data, 3D Data Models and 3D Data Exchange

In 2015, the City of Ghent published open 3D data online, according to CityGML
LOD2, in ZIP files with DWG and DXF format blocks of 1 km2, including buildings and
relief (1 zip file/km2), without texture. These 3D datasets were also used in the workshops
after the first initiation. The starting Sketchup users could quickly draw simple 3D objects
without working in a 3D city model environment. With a Sketchup Pro license, they could
import DWG files in Sketchup and save these as SKP files to pass on to other participants
(Figure 5). Lessons were learned; a common mistake for new users was not paying attention
to the faces’ normals in 3D drawings, forcing more professional coaches to fix this. Some
older participants had a hard time learning, but they continued, driven by interest and
enthusiasm. The drawings were exported from Sketchup to a DAE format. After a quality
check in 3DStudioMax by the experts, the files were transformed from the DAE files into
3DML files (in the 3D viewer) and into FBX (for the game engine Unity).
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3.6. Three-Dimensional Animation and 3D Gamification

Producing a digital 3D game or gamification requires at least three profiles: 3D
modellers, programmers and storytellers. Citizens took up these roles. Sketchup designs
made by 3D citizens were imported into the 3D game engine Unity, but Blender and
Cinema4D files were also added [86,134]. They started using assets from the Sketchup
3D warehouse and the Unity Asset Store to remodel the buildings’ surroundings (trees,
vegetation, street furniture, animals) [135]. The internship students helped the co-creative
participants to animate the 3D models in movement poses in Z-brush, Blender and 3D
Studio Max. The co-creative participants with minimal experience but an excellent drive
for programming started to add code for animation. Implementing different gameplay
activities triggered engagement: actions, search, puzzle and craft. The audio also received
attention, because it is another higher dimension of a multidimensional game environment.

3.7. Four-Dimensional Web: System Architecture

In 2014, Ghent started with an online 3D viewer from Skylinesoft, the Terragate server
and the Terraexplorer 3D viewer [136]. Besides the 3D data, WFS offered extra 2D geodata.
The streaming was very slow, and the major drawback was to install a 3D viewer plugin
on the user’s computer, not very inviting for the average citizen user. The LOD2 3D
city model’s streaming on Google Earth (using the KML format) was also skipped as
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an alternative. Although KML is native to Google Earth, the results were heavy for the
data exchange [137,138]. It took until 2020 to redevelop 3D online. A new server and
Skylineglobe license were purchased in a more recent release (based on CesiumJs and
optimised for the online 3D city modelling). The more recent Skylineglobe server and
TerraExplorer are commercial products that combine the advantages of CesiumJs and the
easy use of a 3D web environment without the need for coding knowledge. The Terra
for Web (TE4Web) has a significant advantage, because the navigation starts from a URL
without a plugin. A Quality Assurance (QA) server is available on the development site
managed by the Ghentian 3D Team. The PRoduction (PR) server is immediately available
via the internet. The ICT city partner, District09, hosts both.

Different datasets are managed by the server (Figure 6). The static 3D data are using
the SkylineGlobe Server (SGS) (in green). Three-dimensional Unity WebGL Builds (in
orange) are found in another folder. On the SGS, the basic terrain with aerial photos
is hosted as a terrain database, called MPT file, next to the other 3D data: 3DML files
(made in TerraExplorer pro converting the DAE files), 3D shp, 3D tiles and 3D scan data.
Two-dimensional data files might be added by means of the WMS and WFS services. While
the SGS manages the static 3D and 4D information, the animated scenes are available in the
Unity WebGL Builds. These output data consist of one folder per project with an index file
and two other folders (build and template data) automatically generated by Unity. Both
are managed by the “Internet Information Services” (ISS) (in blue). Finally, a load balancer
acts as a portal to the internet. This server enables the Animated Spatial Time Machine
(AniSTMa), using two combined software environments, the 3D geoviewer software (with
spatial analysing possibilities) and the online use of a game engine (with animation). The
hyperlinks connect the WebGL builds’ URLs to the 3D web service from Skylinesoft. At
the beginning of 2021, the data formats GeoJSON and 3D Tiles were tested, because the
cross-domain (and data transfer) problems should be solved in a more integrated way [138].
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3.8. Transmedia Use and Storytelling: Hybrid Format (Digital/Physical)

One of the necessary actors in game development or gamification is a storyteller. After
translating the story into a 3D game engine (for fun or education), people’s engagement
will increase if they recognise the story in other media. A fundamental aspect of creating
the interactivity dynamics and history personalisation includes the focus on the narrative
and collaboration [139]. Using TS, the co-creative workshops did not end in the digital
environment but in a hybrid output. The 3D reconstructions were 3D printed (Figure 7a),
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and information sessions about the production took place. Walks were organised in the
surroundings of the demolished castle, and the local television commented. The description
of 3D modelling is part of a book on the castle [140]. The transmedia view shows that
someone has more empathy when identifying him/herself with the avatar, augmenting
the story’s effectiveness in this way [141]. Workshops were organised for children during
which they redesigned old city castles, integrating medieval characters and playing with
the shadows in the projection (Figure 7b). One of the 3D workshops’ precursors was the
co-creative design of new virtual walls for the Castle of the Counts during the light festival
in 2012 (Figure 7c), executed after a citizen contest. It was a cheap action to promote
cultural heritage creatively. TS is not always possible, because it is a question of funds [119].
However, it has become cheaper in co-creation. An extra motivation is that the knowledge
of the city history is as necessary as the sensor data of the Smart Cities’ actual situation.
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The awareness grew that this 3D co-creative project could aid the interactive education.
Transmedia supports new pedagogics, and interdisciplinary collaboration might solve
complex educational problems [142]. TS should include people with visual or hearing
impairments, so if transmedia production spans multiple media platforms, it is particularly
suitable for these people in a shared storytelling world [121]. Figure 8 shows different 3D
tools during the 3D co-creative project. Three-dimensional workshops and VR demos in
the old Spanish castle’s ruin (Figure 8b,c) and AR tests on the 3D co-creation models were
performed (Figure 8d). An inventive look at the opportunities to combine the past and
present delivered several excellent transmedia projects. In 2010, the renewed City Museum
(STAM) presented a big 1/1000 scaled aerial photo of the city on a walkable floor. Above
the city centre, a 3D printed model of the city centre 1/1000 was available (4.2 m × 3.4 m),
presumably the largest printed 3D city model in Belgium in 2010 (Figure 8a). In 2020, the
giant white 3D print changed from a “visual” to a tactile function, utilised for workshops
with children. The co-creative 3D modellers applied this to fit their 3D printed historical
reconstructions as an exercise to rebuild the old city (as a kind of TS). A 3D printed
touchable maquette augments the tactile interaction, so blind people could participate in
the Animated Spatial Time Machine (AniSTMa).
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3.9. Examples

In order to trigger other neighbourhoods, different co-creative 3D reconstruction cases
were realised and spread all over the city (Figure 9).

The conceptual format was the same for all subcases, but the historical period was
different. Differentiation was noticeable in the actors’ sequences (Table 1). For the Princes’
Court Castle, citizens completed the project without a considerable professional workers’
input. In the “Wondelgem Dries” project, a citizen began, and academic researchers utilised
the results afterwards, followed by further citizens’ work. In the Spanish old castle project,
citizens built on the existing 3D models made by professionals, and the city’s 3D Team
finished the project. In the 13th century project, linked to the Castle of the Counts, the 3D
Team continued to build on the co-creative project, and citizens proceeded with it. In the
South railway station and winter circus, professionals, trainees and residents cooperated in
a hybrid configuration on the same 3D environment. External professionals continued with
those 3D models by making new development designs for the old winter circus. Regardless
of the projects’ phasing, differences in emphasis still exist between the examples. The first
example is described in detail (the others are discussed in minor detail).
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Table 1. Collaboration in the 3D cases, the timing of the input from the actors during various phases.

Collaboration in the 3D Cases in Ghent 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021

Princes’ Court Castle Co-creation

Wondelgem Dries Co-creation Academic research

Old Spanish Castle
External partner Co-creation

City of Ghent

Centre 13th century—Castle of the Counts
Co-creation Co-creation

City of Ghent

South railway station and winter circus
Co-creation

City of Ghent
External partner
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3.9.1. Princes’ Court Castle

The Princes’ Court Castle in Ghent (Belgium) is the birthplace of Charles V (emperor
of the Holy Roman Empire, Charles I, king of Spain, 1500–1558), whose personal union of
the European and American territories labelled the first collection of realms “the empire
on which the sun never sets” [143]. This castle was surrounded by water in the city centre
during the 16th century (Figure 10a,b). In the 17th century, however, the castle’s decline
began, and most parts of the castle became demolished during the 18th century. In the
Princes’ Court Castle neighbourhood, the remnants are still visible on several walls of the
existing buildings, and only the “dark gate” has remained so far (Figure 10c).

During co-creation, the different actors’ roles became clearer: 3D modellers, code writ-
ers and storytellers, but, as in professional game development, other actors also appeared.
These actors (participating for free) with different backgrounds are described.
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Figure 10. The old Princes’ Court Castle: (a) Situation of the lost castle and domain; (b) Painting by Antonius Sanderus,
1641, Flandria Illustrata [144] (Open data: https://lib.ugent.be/catalog/rug01%3A000791673 accessed on 3 May 2021);
(c) The still existing “Dark Gate”, a remnant (the image: City of Ghent, Tourist service).

The “3D modeller” of this project was Dirk Van Wittenberghe, a retired military
interested in old castles. Following a call launched in the city magazine to sign up for the
co-creative sessions, he began an initiation in 3D drawing (without any experience). Soon,
it became his passion to bring lost historical Ghent monuments back to life, starting with
small projects and, finally, the Princes’ Court Castle. A fascinating search through the Ghent
city archive, image archive, cartographic databases and historical reference books arose
until all pieces of the puzzle fitted. The archaeological data served as benchmarks to situate
the model and to reconstruct the architecture (Figure 11). He detailed the demolished
buildings in 3D without the skills of a professional modeller. The archaeologists and
historical experts of the City of Ghent were truly impressed by his work.
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The “Code writer” of this project was Thomas Van Huffel, a design artist who learned
writing in code. He integrated the castle in Unity and connected the internship students’
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work concerning an animated medieval festival and archery event, employing the Unity
terrain function (Figure 12). The latter included a reliable 3D environment of the assumed
historical context, the primary gamification setting, including the player actions.
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Figure 12. The animated environment of the castle domain in the 16th century using the terrain function in Unity:
(a) Integration of the environment; (b) The Castle; (c) The moat and pond around the castle.

The “Storyteller” was Annie De Muynck, a resident with writing skills who came into
contact with the project during “the digital week”. The historical aspect and contact with
people who knew a lot about history, code and designing programs fascinated her. She
improved the scenario and game dialogues (Figure 13a,b). During the group sessions, fasci-
nating discussions arose regarding the game dialogues, balancing real history and fantasy
elements. Another citizen, Floor Loos, who possesses communication skills, managed the
discussion about the format of the dialogues in the co-creative group using Google Docs,
and Jo Luycx deployed his museum expertise (Figure 13c).
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The musician Luc Callaert, a Ghentian singer–songwriter, took care of the “audio
design”. Born and raised in Ghent, he loves the city’s rich history and felt proud to become
the soundscape creator of this project. Luc combined his music and sounds with the
animation of the medieval scene. Figure 14a shows a subscene with a troubadour, a virtual
copy of Luc. He also made the “3D city game Ghent” project’s primary game song.

The evocation of life in the 16th century castle was completed with various animated
scenes. By means of the Unity shaders, a part of the castle burned again (Figure 14b), and
3D lions were revived in the “Lions court”, as they lived there during the 16th century
(Figure 14c). In order to show the opportunity to reuse the former 3D scenes in the game,
a small snake game about “the noose barriers” (in Dutch: “Stroppendragers”), created
earlier, was integrated. In the 16th century, dozens of Ghent dignitaries were forced onto
their knees by King Charles, dressed in white tabards with nooses around their neck
(Figure 15) [145].
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An interdisciplinary animated project, produced for free in co-creation, could start the
Animated Spatial Time Machine (AniSTMa). The “server architecture” applied to publish
is described in Section 3.7. The viewer contains the present situation in a LOD2 dataset
(Figure 16a) and the reconstructed castle. As a result of Terraexplorer for Web (TE4Web), a
URL commences the 3D viewer. A time slider demonstrates the nonanimated environment
of the castle (Figure 16b). An animated Web Build of 450 Mb is saved in another folder.
The integration of the Unity Web build in Terraexplorer is the last step to realise the 4D
viewer. By pressing a blue-coloured pin, a website (with castle information) opens in a
popup menu (Figure 17a). By pressing a red-coloured pin, a link to the animated 3D Web
build will be activated (Figure 17b). Streaming on WIFI takes about two minutes before
starting the scene. In the future, optimisation will be needed to reduce the number of
polygons without ignoring quality optimisation. One could effortlessly use the controllers,
because this gamification (with a historical and educational function) has been made for
everyone. The mouse and a few arrows on the keyboard constitute the only tools. Using
the “I” button, a dialogue opens when encountering a question mark. By integrating the
Unity and Skyline software, the AniSTMa concept becomes possible.
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The Transmedia Storytelling (TS) in this project builds on Ghent’s three-year “3D
city game Ghent” adventure. This co-creative project has been promoted during several
events and was broadcast on local television. During Flanders’ most significant “ICT for
government” event (“Meeting Day Information Flanders” with 3000 participants) at the
International Congress Centre Ghent, the 3D Team of Ghent city organised a whole track
regarding “The parallel virtual universe in Ghent” on 26 November 2019. The co-creative
participants played a performance; someone in King Charles’s outfit met someone else
as Gerard Mercator (born in the Ghent surroundings in 1512, inventor of the world’s first
atlas) and performed a historical dialogue on scene (Figure 18a,b). A co-creative citizen
also established a website on the digital castle and promoted guided walks (Figure 18c)
with a large rolled-up aerial photo with 3D printed buildings of his work [146].
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Figure 18. Co-creative citizens: (a) A historical outfit on scene, Meeting Day Information Flanders,
28 November 2019; (b) Historical outfit likewise; (c) Guided walk by citizens (telling about the
3D modelling).

Transmedia Storytelling (TS) goes further, because the project also triggers other
possibilities. In the real Princes’ Court Castle neighbourhood, a bronze scale model was
stolen during 2011 (Figure 19c), and a replica made of synthetic resin was also demolished
due to vandalism (Figure 19d) [147]. In 2020, one investigated whether or not the digital
co-creative 3D model could be printed cheaply in 3D. These maquettes were preceded by
an old, big, wooden scale model of the whole city centre in the 16th century, made before
the 1960s and a golden piece for tourists in Ghent Belfry, which was also part of the Princes’
Court Castle in a little corner (Figure 19a,b) [148]. This maquette has been scanned in 3D
and will be incorporated into the Animated Spatial Time Machine (AniSTMa).
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Figure 19. Maquettes: (a) Ghent 16th century, Kina Museum; (b) Princes’ Court detail; (c) Bronze scale model of the Princes’
Court, 1999 open-air (stolen in 2011); (d) Synthetic resin, 2015 (damaged by vandalism), on the Princes’ Court square,
copyright: City of Ghent [149].

The co-creative team will continue to work on this 3D model, adding more gameplay
and scenes (Figure 20a). Conversations are ongoing with the Department of Educational
Sciences of Ghent University to collaborate on the integration of co-creative projects in
education regarding Ghent’s history and geography. The online sessions are continued
repetitively; new physical workshops will take place after the COVID-19 crisis (Figure 20b).
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Figure 20. Online meeting 16 February 2021: (a) Online discussion using Unity; (b) Webinar.

3.9.2. Dries Wondelgem

The inhabitants’ focus was also on Ghent’s suburbia. The Saint Catharina Church
environment (Dries in Wondelgem) became a subproject by a resident, Peter De Keukelaere.
Being a professional System Engineer Programmer, he developed as a hobbyist 3D modeller
in the 3D Studio Max and Blender. He started modelling the Saint Catharina Church (in
the middle of a graveyard surrounded by trees) (Figure 21a). Besides modelling, he wrote
code in C#, integrating his model in Unity. The idea grew to invent something regarding
the church’s architecture in gamification (Figure 21b,c). Using the city’s open 3D data as
primary data, he modelled the details based on pictures (without 3D scanning). After
completing the 3D modelling of the existing church, he removed some architectural details
as if it was demolished in reality. In Unity, users had to find the missing architectural details
in the game. The choice was to promote a complete digital version of the architectural
knowledge game online, knowing that board games (combined with RFID technology) are
still very attractive to many (playing) children and young people [150].
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Figure 21. Three-dimensional model of the Saint Catharina Church: (a) The basic model; (b) The architectural game; (c) The
environment.

It is remarkable that this 3D model, which started as a co-creative project on cultural
heritage, was strong enough to be applied in postdoc research on cycling satisfaction by
the Faculty of Medicine and Health Sciences of Ghent University [102]. The modelled
green infrastructure, longitudinal textured architecture and street details were immediately
deployable. As a result, the 3D project became available in VR while using the HTC-Vive
glasses (Figure 22a) and in the Ghentian 3D C.A.V.E (Figure 22b). The construction of the
bike simulator was performed by employing a bike on rollers. This project illustrates a
kind of TS with a multifunctional use of 3D data (Figure 22c).
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3.9.3. The Old Spanish Castle

The old Spanish castle is another 16th century settlement in Saint Macharius near the
city centre, located at the confluence of the rivers Scheldt and Lys, where Ghent arose. This
project is a combination of different 3D models. One part is a reconstruction of the old
Spanish Castle produced in a co-creation (Figure 23a). However, a previous 3D model was
a reconstruction of the historic church Saint Bavo’s Abbey in Ghent (made by professionals
in 2010, funded by the European Shaping 24) (Figure 23b) [151]. As a third part, the 3D
Team trainees started to collaborate with the co-creative group, aiming to reconstruct the
old beast market and slaughterhouse (20th century) at the same location (Figure 23c).
After integrating these various architectural reconstructions, they augmented the historical
aspects of the reconstructed 3D environment with UFOs from the future in order to realise
a time voyage (Figure 23d). Through these UFOs (controlled by the player), you can visit
the virtual environment from the 21st century, saving cows back in time sold on this market
during the 20th century (if not, which would end up in the slaughterhouse on the same
location), using a virtual gripper arm such as from a Luna park, coming out of the UFO. It
is a spectacular application in the AniSTMa, bringing history, present and future together
in one project by means of time portals, referring to the film “Back to the Future” [152].
The integration of several 3D models of the same geographic location in various periods
(made by different authors) causes digital challenges in connecting these different datasets
of varying periods. Another type of Transmedia Storytelling (TS) is evident from the fact
that the City of Ghent, involved in the European Sustainable Development Goals (SDG),
showed interest in utilizing this game to promote the European goal to “eat less meat” [153].
During a conference, the “save the cow” game demonstrated the manner in which 3D game
engines might encourage interactive communication.
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Later on, the scene was expanded to the city centre, reconstructing the 13th century 
by trainees of the 3D Team based on the archaeological research drawings (Figure 25a). In 
medieval times, an old graveyard and building blocks surrounded the Saint Nicolas 
Church in a combination with wooden and stone houses (Figure 25b). The trainees studied 
the architectural typology in collaboration with the city administration’s archaeology ex-
perts and monument caretakers. In this case, the 3D Team professionals (and trainees) 
more specifically continued to work on the citizens’ co-creative impulses in and around 
the castle. In this project, the co-creative spirit also persisted in the trainees’ group, be-
cause the trainees in game development programming cooperated with the 3D modellers 
and media, film and architecture students in view of new scenes (Figure 26). 
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Figure 23. Three-dimensional model of the Spanish Castle: (a) The demolished castle (D. Van Wittenberghe); (b) The ruin of
an old church (Shaping 24 project 2008); (c) Cows at the old beast market; (d) Game “save the cow”, time voyage with UFO.

3.9.4. Ghent Centre (13th Century) and the Castle of the Counts

One of the co-creative group’s first projects included the production of a detailed 3D
model of the unique (more than 1000 years old) Castle of the Counts in the City Centre,
starting from the LOD2 models and 3D scans. The idea was to play with a Ghentian Drake
in and around the castle (Figure 24a,b), combining an exact copy of the actual situation and
fantasy in a historical context. The co-creatives built some little games in the courtyard and
the castle’s interior (Figure 24c). Even a statue of the former historical figure “Jacob Van
Artevelde” was scanned in 3D and animated in 3D gamification (Figure 24d).
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Figure 24. Castle of the Counts: (a) Ghentian Drake; (b) The game; (c) The dungeon; (d) A “Jacob Van Artevelde” dialogue.

Later on, the scene was expanded to the city centre, reconstructing the 13th century
by trainees of the 3D Team based on the archaeological research drawings (Figure 25a). In
medieval times, an old graveyard and building blocks surrounded the Saint Nicolas Church
in a combination with wooden and stone houses (Figure 25b). The trainees studied the
architectural typology in collaboration with the city administration’s archaeology experts
and monument caretakers. In this case, the 3D Team professionals (and trainees) more
specifically continued to work on the citizens’ co-creative impulses in and around the
castle. In this project, the co-creative spirit also persisted in the trainees’ group, because the
trainees in game development programming cooperated with the 3D modellers and media,
film and architecture students in view of new scenes (Figure 26).
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Figure 25. Medieval Ghent Centre (the making of), 2018–2019: (a) An overview; (b) The 13th century
architectural typology.
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tion of the historical situation, including the indoor winter circus of the 19th century, was 
done by the 3D Team, based on 3D scans of the still existing interior and archaeology. In 
addition, the roof, which had been destroyed by a major fire on 12 December 1920, was 
reconstructed (Figure 28a,b). An animated show imaging elephants at the indoor winter 
circus was also part of the game (Figure 28c,d). While the 3D Team reconstructed the en-
vironment, co-creative residents modelled the old railway station of Ghent South, built as 
one of the first railway stations in Belgium and Europe in 1837 (two years after the first 
train on the European mainland from Brussels to Mechelen) (Figure 29a–c). The situation 
during 2017 was also 3D modelled in more detail by the trainees, starting from the city’s 
LOD2 model (Figure 29d). Several teams collaborated on this project: some in Sketchup, 
others in sophisticated software. All 3D models were combined into Unity. Unique was 
the parallel working manner by the different groups on the entire project. 
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The results were demonstrated during the “Archaeological Days” on 15 June 2019
(Figure 27a,b). An HTC-Vive VR environment showed a Unity build, also used in AR by
means of a Hololens. The archaeology experts and dozens of visitors were excited about
the co-creative project’s results, also promoted during other sessions (Figure 27c).
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3.9.5. The South Railway Station and the Old Winter Circus

On 12 March 2017, a new central library, “De Krook”, was inaugurated. A reconstruc-
tion of the historical situation, including the indoor winter circus of the 19th century, was
done by the 3D Team, based on 3D scans of the still existing interior and archaeology. In
addition, the roof, which had been destroyed by a major fire on 12 December 1920, was
reconstructed (Figure 28a,b). An animated show imaging elephants at the indoor winter
circus was also part of the game (Figure 28c,d). While the 3D Team reconstructed the
environment, co-creative residents modelled the old railway station of Ghent South, built
as one of the first railway stations in Belgium and Europe in 1837 (two years after the first
train on the European mainland from Brussels to Mechelen) (Figure 29a–c). The situation
during 2017 was also 3D modelled in more detail by the trainees, starting from the city’s
LOD2 model (Figure 29d). Several teams collaborated on this project: some in Sketchup,
others in sophisticated software. All 3D models were combined into Unity. Unique was the
parallel working manner by the different groups on the entire project.
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existing interior in 2017; (d) The reconstruction of the performance with elephants at the end of the 19th century.
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3.10. Process Guidelines

Several components can be distinguished in the processes described during various
phases, emphasizing the generation of 3D data evoking the past. Figure 30 shows the
connection of different domains on the intersection of co-creation (in orange), historical
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and open 3D data used in free software (in purple), 3D city model (in blue) and 3D game
development (in dark blue), 4D web architecture (in green) and TS (in grey).
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Figure 30. Different components in co-creative 3D modelling for the reconstruction of the past.

This research discusses the manner in which the 3D co-creation can support the
reconstruction of cultural heritage. In order to do so, a process description was performed
regarding multidisciplinary actions. Three crucial parts could be distinguished in the
process flow: the preliminary process, action time and postprocess (Figure 31a), in other
words: the recruitment phase, co-creative work and filling up the contents in an Animated
Spatial Time Machine (AniSTMa). These process timeline functions are related to several
reconstruction periods and might start on a different date (Figure 31b).
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The Ghent cases demonstrate that opportunities and lessons have been learned. In
order to replicate the process of co-creative 3D modelling, a guideline (checklist) has been
presented in order to reconstruct the past. The three crucial parts in a co-creative 3D
modelling process embrace different topics that need attention:

1. The recruitment:

• Communication and promotion

2. The co-creative work:

a. Workshops
b. Historical research
c. Open 3D data
d. Software
e. Hardware
f. Logistics
g. Contents and Transmedia Storytelling
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3. The online Animated Spatial Time Machine (AniSTMa):

• 3D web

The overall coordination could be a collaborative assignment. A helicopter view of
the process and various topics in this checklist is necessary (Figure 32). The coordination
could also be done by a 3D ambassador appointed by the neighbourhood.
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3.11. Space–Time Diagram in Animated 3D City Modelling: The “Bagpipes Model” (BP-M)

While reconstructing history, the impossibility to measure or scan makes it rarely
accurate. The temptation arises to add animation to 3D reconstructions with a higher fan-
tasy, which means a higher uncertainty. Milgram’s Reality–Virtuality continuum indicates
whether one can look around in reality or VR (or between) (Figure 33a) [25]. Looking to
the past by using 3D models is a kind of navigation in Virtual Reality (even when not
using the VR glasses) with uncertainty. Daydreaming is also a kind of VR without digital
interfaces but with fantasy. In 2002, Stapleton et al. added the parameter “fantasy” to the
graph of Milgram to create the imaginary world stories (Figure 33b) [154]. Périnaud argues
that the dimension of time should not just be added as an attribute, and Ohori studies
4D cubes (tesseracts) to integrate time and space [36,155]. One should utilise integrated
multidimensional models in the ideal world, and these theories can also be applied when
updating the 3D city models. Nevertheless, this is not evident for the 3D modelling of
the distant past and for disappeared objects. Three-dimensional reconstructions occur
worldwide in various small locations and are spread over time outside a GIS context. If this
research guideline is widely applied in different cities and neighbourhoods, GIS specialists
will not always be available to incorporate these into a 3D city model. Therefore, it is easier
to use the time attribute for animated 3D projects of demolished architecture and to use it
to arrange these in the 4th dimension of a 3D city model.
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Figure 33. Reality–Virtuality continuum: (a) Milgram’s diagram, 1997 [25]; (b) Mixed fantasy framework, Stapleton [154].

Knowing whether (or not) a 3D model is an exact copy of the reality or an interpre-
tation is essential. For the animations, the degree of fantasy is high. Researchers from
various disciplines looked for the best way to visualise the relation between space and
time activities (Figure 34a,b). The space–time paths were inserted in various 3D schemes.
The economist Joseph Pine II illustrated the relation between space, time and matter in a
scheme (Figure 34c), showing the balance between the real and virtual world.
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The availability of 3D models on the past, including the model’s accuracy, is conceptu-
ally visualised in Figure 35. Beneath a transparent XY plane (the present), a box represents
history. Several random polygons indicate the possible availability of 3D models. A red
colour indicates the physical situation of a neighbourhood in the past (lower in the box) or
today (on the transparent XY plane). Because it is never completely obvious how long a
physical state lasted (in the past), a polygon’s height indicates a possible period of existence.
Other colours show whether (or not) a 3D model has been made for a particular geographic
entity: an exact copy of the physical reality (green), uncertain (yellow) or pure fantasy
(blue). The bottom plane of a (green, yellow, blue) polygon indicates when a 3D model
was created, and the top plane illustrates if the 3D reconstruction of the underlying red
period is available today. Usually, there is some time between the object’s demolition and
the creation of a 3D model, indicated by the black vertical lines.
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Figure 35. Space–time continuum: physical reality versus virtual reality, hybrid and fantasy.

Ideally, we do not indicate 3D reconstructions of larger areas using polygons, but
we consider a degree of inaccuracy for each point on Earth regarding various periods.
A conceptual scheme, the “Bagpipes Model” (BP-M) (Figure 36), tries to visualise this.
A red bone represents the exponential time range for any point on the Earth’s surface,
starting with the purple marble as the earth’s beginning time. The outer transparent sphere
illustrates the present, constantly expanding. The closer to the start of the earth, the shorter
a time unit, the closer to the present, the longer a time unit. Each intersection of a red bone
with the transparent membrane of the present shows a moment of the physical shape of a
point on Earth at that time. A second cylinder (around the red bone) means that a 3D model
is available for that point; the length illustrates the period that the 3D model represents.
As in Figure 34, the green colour shows an exact copy, orange shows uncertainty, and
dark blue represents fantasy. A white third cylinder surrounding the second means the
animation already exists. If no 3D model is present, the points remain red. This conceptual
Bagpipes Model (BP-M) might inspire data structures to integrate the animated 3D models
and events in a geographical 3D city model (as a part of TS).
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4. Results and Discussion

Building an online 4D Animated Spatial Time Machine (AniSTMa) is no longer a hard-
and software problem, even though we still need to combine different software programs
for spatial analyses, 3D models and animations. To stream 4D online, commercial solutions
exist for basic applications without writing a new code. This research did not focus on
the digital problems’ data structure or interoperability questions but on the manner in
which the 3D data of the past should be generated. Could the 3D reconstruction of the
lost architecture and environments be improved by promoting 3D co-creation? Based on
Ghent’s cases, a process description was performed on multidisciplinary actions at the
intersection of different domains using 3D co-creation: historical and open 3D data, soft-
and hardware, 4D web architecture, 3D gamification and TS. A roadmap for 3D co-creation
was not available before the start and the process was built on voluntariness without
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deadlines. Some subprojects ended without results because of the participants’ drop-out or
lack of time among officials for a nonpriority task. The physical workshops intended to
stimulate the discussion and social contact between the participants (Figure 37). Webinars
could occur more frequently, which the pandemic triggered. The use of the output interfaces
as VR/AR technology and 3D printing could only be realised by physical interaction.
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Figure 37. Co-creative brainstorm on Transmedia Storytelling and gameplay (2017).

It was nice to see that Transmedia Storytelling (TS) often seemed a stimulating envi-
ronment for participants to stay in co-creation. Nonspecialists could, an hour after drawing
their first 3D models, experience this drawing in VR glasses. Combined with the integrated
animated characters of another co-creator, new gameplay was conceived. This inspired
others to enter a physical room in the outfit of a historical character and the musician began
to produce mediaeval music. Transmedia Storytelling affected the participants. As a result
of this investigation, a guideline and framework have been developed to multiply the
3D co-creation concept, reconstructing the past. Furthermore, this co-creative 3D project
description inspired the start of a new community for 3D ambassadors in cities concerning
“Making an Animated Spatial Time Machine (AniSTMa) by citizens”. All projects world-
wide could be connected via www.space-times.org (accessed on 2 May 2021) (including
the Ghent project). Further research will focus on the availability of the time machine for
co-creative projects on future spatial developments.

In 2018, Ramaswamy et al. launched a co-creation framework (CCF) in which he
promoted the dynamics of co-creation in an increasingly digitalised world [71]. The
framework of co-creation in Ghent grew spontaneous. Everyone has graduated from the
kindergarten and has a drawing diploma. Everybody, young or old, can draw before
writing. So, 3D drawing starts in free software quickly, more easily than people suppose.
The free tutorials and assistance by people who have already gained some experience
are sufficient for this kind of 3D modelling. Helping to reconstruct their hometown or
district’s history and facilitating its interactive communication and gamification about
it might become a fascinating hobby. The idea to appoint 3D ambassadors in different
neighbourhoods might create a global co-creative 3D community. The success factors of a
co-creative project include inspiration and enthusiasm. The 3D co-creative e-participation
makes sense. If the municipalities’ administration is not authorised, a school, community
of retired people, folklore society, schools or youth movement organisations could take the
lead.

Hosting a 4D Animated Spatial Time Machine (AniSTMa) should be coordinated on a
higher level. A city could establish the hosting, and a region or country might facilitate. In
a municipality, it is not easy to indicate who should take the lead. In cities, historians and
archaeologists might participate because of their knowledge of the past, geo-ICT experts for
the open 3D data, communication specialists for the communication process, ICT specialists
for the hosting and co-creative experts to enable the workshops. One suggests setting up
a national community in order to connect the groups to fill in the AniSTMa contents. A
conceptual space–time diagram, helping to manage the cultural heritage reconstruction
(in an AniSTMa), is presented: The “Bagpipes Model” (BP-M). New research is needed
in order to translate this model into a new data structure. CAD, BIM, GIS and Game
Engines have to be incorporated into one overarching environment to promote dynamic
3D animations in the long term. The data interoperability of the 3D models has to be
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optimised. In addition, AI and ML should be applied to support the reconstruction. The
(semi-)automatic reconstruction handling that started from only one picture is already
possible. DL might probably help in the future, and the question is, when AI will have
equal interpretive skills to transform the historical sources into 3D city models?

More and more 3D animations will integrate into 3D and 4D web GIS applications.
The fusion of the 3D game engines and GIS environments proves to be a challenge. The
link between the 3D models and a smell database of historical smells, visualised by the
odour wheels, is in prospect. The scent is a part of cultural heritage, but our knowledge of
history is still odourless [159]. For Europe, the Odeuropa consortium will spend 2,8 million
euros from the Horizon 2020 program on research concerning the “Encyclopaedia of Smell
Heritage” [160]. Smell systems (or computers) exist, so combining the 3D reconstruction,
4D animation, historical sound and music could be completed by adding smells.

5. Conclusions

Ghent’s cases have learned how co-creative 3D modelling could aid reconstructing
the past. The combination of free 3D software, historical research, game development
and municipality server infrastructure might offer the components to create an Animated
Spatial Time Machine (AniSTMa). The crowdsourcing by e-participation delivers the power
to manually reconstruct in 3D by following the presented guideline a. The collaboration
between the citizens, city officers, ICT city partners and trainees shows excellent results.
Three-dimensional co-creation offers a new hobby for thousands of people, even without
professional experience in 3D or writing code. The historians’ participation from the city
archive (or folklore society) provides information on the lost architecture and helps to
evaluate the reconstructions. More cities might have this inspiration, building on Ghent’s
examples to bring history alive using the Transmedia Storytelling (TS). If cities do not have
the financial resources to reconstruct history, 3D co-creation will offer a solution. The case
of Ghent shows that not only inspiration and knowledge on 3D co-creation but also the
free availability of 3D architectural parts of buildings and street furniture of earlier periods
could be transferrable. Code and animated historical objects could be open source. An
Animated Spatial Time Machine (AniSTMa) could be filled with 3D co-creative projects
worldwide. The conceptual space–time diagram, the “Bagpipes Model” (BP-M), should be
translated into a data structure in order to collect the historically animated reconstructions.
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